1.
Enclosure (1) is forwarded as a matter of possible interest.
2. This Research Memorandum documents the Claritas data set, which is now a part of the Center for Naval Analyses' tape library. The file contains all the zip codes within 100 miles of 426 Reserve centers. The data set and its contents are described, followed by specific uses of the file. By 1991, the Naval Reserve Force (NRF) is programmed to have 76 additional ships, including oilers, amphibious ships, salvage ships, minesweepers, and frigates. Additional personnel will be needed, therefore, to staff these ships. The Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) was requested to assess the availability of Selected Reserve (SELRES) personnel to man these ships in 14 home ports along the east, west, and gulf coasts. 1 Because each ship type requires a different set of rating skills, and because each drill site recruits most of its Reservists locally, the research effort examined the SELRES supply by geographic location. To determine the size and skill distribution of available personnel. analysts used a 100-mile radius around each.of the home ports-identified by a list of zip codes-as the primary supply area.
In preliminary studies, the zip codes defining the supply area were collected manually by map, compass, and zip code directory. The preliminary results showed that geographic locations vary in the availability of different ratings. Although Seattle could supply enough personnel in the Operations Specialist (OS) rating, there were not enough in the Engineman (EN) rating; San Francisco was just the opposite-it could supply enough ENs but not enough OSs.
Because gcographic skill distributions and requirements vary, and because geographic studies will continue to be needed in the future. the list of sites needea to be lengthened and the zip codes checked for accuracy. To meet this need, CNA compiled a list of 426 locations and contracted the Claritas Corporation to supply a data file that would contain all the zip codes within 100 miles of each site. (Appendix A provides a complete alphabetical listing of the Reserve centers.)
In July 1985, CNA received the data set from the Claritas Corporation. Table 1 is a description of this data set. The format of the data file, the variables within the file, the possible uses of the file, and the data considerations will aid both analysts and computer programmers in the future. Reserve-number and A-zipcode
The Claritas data set is a flat file with 45-character. fixed-length records. Because it is part of CNA's tape library, the file is in ASCII format on a labeled tape. The file contains all the zip codes within a 100-mile radius of 426 Reserve centers. As indicated in the record description in table 2. each record contains 11 variables. The first seven variables describe a Reserve center: the following four fields descibe one of the zip codes within the radius. Therefore. the number of records for each Reserve center depends on the number of zip codes that lie within its 100-mile radius. For example. there are 229 zip codes within the radius of Mayport. Florida: 1.462 within 
USES OF THE DATA SET
The format and contents of the Claritas data set could be useful to many geographic manpower supply analysts. Recruiters could use this data base to delineate recruiting areas. Analysts could use it in estimating Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) and SELRES supply.
As noted, an earlier CNA study has already assessed the availability of the SELRES personnel to man the NRF ships at 14 home ports by using the 100-mile radius areas around each site as the primary supply areas.
A data set such as this would facilitate such studies. One of the primary sources of SELRES personnel is Navy Veterans (NAVETs). Therefore, one aspect of this earlier study required matching Active Navy losses to each of the supply areas. Because some zip codes belonged to more than one supply area. this problem required some extra consideration. Of the 14 ports listed in table 3 as supply areas, eight of them intersect with another supply area. implying that these areas compete for personnel. Figure 1 shows the intersecting supply areas on the west and northeast coasts.
To make use of the Claritas data set for such a study, three steps must be taken. First, the geographic locations that are of importance to the study must be identified. This includes selecting the Reserve centers as well as selecting the radius that will define the geographic area. Second. the intersecting areas from those geographic locations must be identified. Last. a decision must be made as to how to handle the intersecting geographic supply areas. Should the geographic areas that overlap be combined into one area? Should their intersections be divided? Should they be examined separately?
In the SELRES availability study, which examined the supply areas within a 100-mile radius of these 14 ports, supply areas that intersect became one location. As a result. Seattle was paired with Portland: Long Beach, with San Diego; Philadelphia. with New York: and Newport, with Boston. Figure 1 shows that after this pairing, two areas still intersectedPhiladelphia/New York and Newport," Boston. Those zip codes within the intersection werc-assigned to the closest port; if the ports were equidistant, they were assigned to the Philadelphia/ New York area. The COBOL program, one Jocation-per_zip, which is listed in appendix B, incorporates this study's decisions in order to create a small data file that contains zip codes assigned to only one supply area. The smaller data file can be used to match personnel to a supply area. 
CONCLUSION
Although the Claritas data set was created in the summer of 1985, it is unclear when the zip codes were collected. Nonetheless, this data set can aid geographic studies whose areas of interest are among those listed in appendix A. Taking into account that zip codes may be assigned to more than one Reserve center, the Claritas data set can be manipulated for each study's specific needs. 
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APPENDIX B
THE COBOL PROGRAM, ONE-LOCATIONPER-ZIP
